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Robert J. Kerner (1887‑1956) taught Siavic history at the University of Caiifornia,
BerkeleB for almost three decades, from 1928 untii 1956, during whick time he founded
Berl<eley's Institute of Slavic Studies. Along with Frank Golder, professor at Stanfbrd

University and curator of the Hoover Library (l920‑1929), Kerner helped to establish
northern California as a world center fbr the study ofthe Slavic world. Kerner also
directed attention, even more than Golder, to the Asian part of Russia and sought to
connect Russian with Asian studies.i
Kerner began his career researching Central European or Habsburg historB espe‑‑
ciaily the quest for statehood ofthe Czechs (western) and YIJtgo (southern) Slavs as wel}

as Slav relations with Germans.2 By the end ofthe 1920s, he moved to Russian (eastern
Slav) history, focusing on Russia's interaction with the Turl<ish world and its ambitions

in the southern Slav region ofthe Balkans, and then on Russian expansion eastward. He

eventually took up Russia's position in Asia and relations with China and Japan. In
short, Kerner's life work encompassed the entire Slav ecumene: from the Ba}tic Sea
down through the Danubian basin and the Dardanelle Straits; from the Black Sea across
the Urals to the Pacific Ocean, and even across the Bering Straits to the short‑}ived

Russian colonization of Alaska and California ‑not far from where Kerner himselE
arriving from the other direction, settled.

Born in the American midwest less than a generation after the formation of
Bismarck's Reich to a pair ef Bohemian (Czech) immigrants, Kerner studied Eurepean
history at Harvard. He spent eight months conducting doctoral research in Austro‑
Hungarian archives during a two‑year's stay in Europe (19l2‑13) which also took him
to Paris, Berlin, St. Petersburg, and Moscow. In 19l4 he obtained a teaching post at the

University of Missouri, and in 1917 was appointed to the staff of experts ofthe Colonel
House Inquiry into the Tk)rms ofthe Peace. In 1918‑19 he served on the American Peace

Commission, under his Harvard mentor, Archibald Cary Coolidge, who headed the
U.S,Special Mission to VienRa.3 Thus, Kerner came ofage intellectualiy during the ep‑

och‑making events surrounding the Great War, the Russian revolution, the defeat ef
Germany, and the collapse ofthe centuries‑old Habsburg empire. 'Ib understaRd those
times ofsweeping change he feII back on a nineteenth‑century vision ofSlavic cultural,

and perhaps political, unity. For Kerner,just as for his Czech contemporary Francis
Dvomik, Slavic civilization needed to be understood as an interconRected whole.̀

Kerner welcomed the defeat ofa German‑dominated central Europe in l918,and
eagerlyembracedtheformationofagroupofsmallsuccessorstates(especiallytheSlavic
federations), but revolutionary Russia presented problems for his Panslavic outlook.
"Since the Bolshevil< phase ofthe Russian Revolution;' he wrote in 1929, "there has
been little tall< ofa general inter‑Slavonic policy ofany kind, except in contemplation of
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what might be feasible ifa iiberal Russia as a federation were finally to take the place of

Soviet Russia?'5 Of course, with collectivization of agriculture and the Five‑¥ear Plan
exactly the opposite scenario ensued, yet as late as l932 Kerner seemed hesitant to con‑

demn a Slavic country, writing guardedly that "the Russian Revolution has released the
energies ofthe Russian people, as well as of those which live in what is now the Soviet
Union. With all of its loss oflife and propertB it has had at least this resultr'6 He was far

more }eery of the resurgence of German hegemony in central Europe, especially under
the Nazis.7

In the la{e 1930s, Kerner seems to have convinced himselfthat the USSR would of
necessity move away from revelutionary goals.8 During wwI he emphasized to Ameri‑
can audiences tkat it was the Russians who had halted the Nazi war machine.9 But
beginning in l945, his idea ofa common Slav enterprise underwent an unanticipated
and ironic realization with the coRsolidation of Soviet hegerrLony in eastern Europe.

KerRer became a fierce anti‑Communist. "It was expected by some;' he wrote in an
encyclopedia article fol}owing Stalin's death in l953, C̀that the leadership of Soviet Rus‑

sia would abandon the objective of Communist rule in the world and act Iike a Great

Poweronthebasisofnationalandvitalinterests.Itwasalsohoped,almostludicrouslM
that either the new leadership would 'democratize' the undemocratic totalitarian set‑

up or abandon Communism iB the Soviet Unionr"O Following this camouflaged auto‑
critique, he branded peaceful coexisteBce with the USSR a form of"national suicide?ii

Spanning a period of more than forty years, Kerner's papers ‑deposited at the
University of Califomia's Bancroft Library ‑trace a lifetime of crusading, from
Wilsonian idealism {o cold war vehemence. They reveal much about American intellec‑‑
tual life aRd America's grewing role in the world over the course ofthe twentieth cen‑

tury, as interpreted by an indefatigable champion of the Slavic world. Four decades
after his death, however, Kemer remains a forgotten figure ‑a result of the sparseness
and unevenness of his pub}ications, as well as the unfashionableness ef his civilizational

and geopolitical approaches to history. Even though he directed more than thirty doc‑
toral theses whose range of topics attests to the breadth of his interests and the sweep of
his vision,when Kerner died his influence died as well.i2 Yi2t at the very Ieast his major

endeavor ‑the efforts in the l930s ‑40s to develop a Russia‑inclusive seminar on North‑

east Asia ‑may be worth re‑examining, particularly in light of the post‑cold war re‑
opening ofthat region.

BerkeEeys Noe eearvard
Naturally drawn to Russia because of his Pan‑Slav inciinations as well as Russia's
pre‑war encouragement of the Ytigoslav moveinent, Kerner, like mos￡ of his coRtempo‑
raries, became intrigued by the outbreak ofthe Russian revolution. Bu{ he was some‑
what exceptional in that he fixed less on internal revolutionary deve}opments than pat‑
terns in Russia's external relations. His initial foray into the study of Russia appears to

have been a short essay he never published on the hesitancies of Allied policy in l919
toward the fledgling Bo}shevik government (its tenta{ive tone provided a sharp contrast
to the certitude that pervaded his instructions for Allied policy {oward the Habsburg
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Monarchy).̀3 Neither this essay Bor other modest efforts undertaken by Kemer in the
decade fo}lowing WWI indicated the promise ofa future preeminent Russia specialist.ì
Kerner appears to have begun concentrating on Russian history upon his appoint‑
ment at Berkeley in 1928. By this time Soviet Russia had recovered frem the devastation

ofcivil war and famine, and had again become a major, albeit for many enigmatic factor

in world politics. Kerner thought he could provide answers. Foran ambitious man,
leaving the University of Missouri to lead the study of Russia at the University of Caii‑

fornia constituted a grand opportunity. But it also involved disappointment. Berkeley
was then a young university without the scholarly infrastructure and prestige it would
enjoy later on. Moreover, Kerner had apparently set his sights on a triumphal return to

Harvard to accept the mantie of his former dissertation advisor, Archibald Coolidge,
the founder of Slavic history in the United States (in the 1890s). Coolidge not only
occupied a chair at Harvard, where he also headed the Widener Library, but had he}ped
establish the Council on Foreign Relations in 19l9, and served as editor of the Council's
journal, Foreign A,Efairs, from its inception in 1922. His was a highly coveted position.i5

Even before Coolidge's death in January l928, a succession struggle had begun.
The battle might be said to have commenced in 1910 (the year Kemer arrived to start
his graduate studies), when Ceolidge appointed his student Robert Lord to take over
one ofhis cottrses (on Russian and Polish history) upon Lord's compietion ofhis thesis.

In 1926, however, Lord resigned to enter the Roman Catholic priesthoed. By this time
Kerner had completed his thesis and acquired a decade of teaching experience (at the
University ofMissouri). Yet it was another Coolidge student, William Langer (who also
studied with Lord), who was brought from nearby Clark University, less than fifty miles

away from Harvard, as a one‑year replacement fbr Lord. This was not the end of the
story, however. In the spring of1927 Lord was permanently yepiaced, for Russian and
Polish history, not by Langer but by Mikhail Karpovich, former secretary to the Impe‑
rial Russian imbassador Boris Bakhmeteff in Wkishington, D.C.i6
At this peint, Coolidge became seriously ill, and the need arose fbr someone to
teach his main course (European dip}omatic history) on short notice. Langer was again

summoned from nearby Clarl<, this time for good. In his autobiographM Langer as‑
sumes an air of nonchalaBce regarding the seemingly fortuitous circumstances whereby
he ended up becoming Cooiidge's successor.i7 But aletter from Langer to Kerner dated 26

January l928,just after Coolidge's death, reveals Langer's preoccupation with the suc‑
cession and his rivalry with Kerner. Langer alluded directly to the vacancy3 writing that
"I don't envy the people who have {he task of finding his successor, either for the staff
here, or for the library, or for Foreign Afihirsr' With perhaps unintentional poignancy,

Langer also wrote that Coolidge's "mind was [already] going when I last saw him, and,
now that I think bacl< on it, he kept calling me now Langer, now Kemer)'i8

In addition to hiring Karpovich and Langer, }:Iarvard took on another Coolidge
student, Sidney Fay, in l929, to teach German history. That same year Robert Blake,
Aanerica's first native Byzantinist, was appointed to take over the Widener Library. "
(The editorship of Foreign Afiixirs, meanwhile, went to Hamilton Fish Armstrong.) In
effect, Coolidge was replaced by a team of historians, but that team did not include

Kernerand,moreover,oneofitsmembers,Langer,waseven{uallycrowned"Coolidge
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Professor" (in l936).20 IR 1928, Kerner received the consolation prize of Berkeley, where
he weuld nurture his resentmefit teward Langer aBd styive te build a center ef Russian‑

area scholarship worthy of Harvard, not to mention the Universities of LoRdon, Paris,
and Berlin,where KerRer had visited.2i

Neay Eastr, asay Easa
"lib realize his ambitions, Kerner needed an appropriate vehicle. His principal research

project immediately before and after he arrived at Berkeley was a comprehensive study
from aRtiquity to the present (the 1920s) of the [furkish straits. Kerner viewed the straits

as a key to Lmderstanding the Great War, which was the chief interpretive issue then
confronting the corpus ofAmerican scholars ofEurope. His first major pubiished schol‑
arly research was a loiig, four‑part essay on the dip}ematic maReuvering surrounding
the wartime German military rriission in Turkey led by General Liman von Sanders,
followed by a two‑part essay on Russia and the straits during the war.22 Here emerged
the enduring themes of Kemer's view that no less than fbr any other state, Soviet Russia's

foreign policy was guided by strategic interests, and perhaps the key interest of Russia
had always been the desire for access to the sea.23

KerRer)s projected overview ofthe straits guestion was never completed.2̀ Aban‑
doning the straits, he rewrote and published his dormant l914 doctoral dissertation on
Bohemia in the eighteenth century, widely coRsidered at the time an impressive work of
scheiarship.25 But if the straits question for whatever reason was not to serve as the
vehicle for the fuli realization ef Kerner's ambitions, Reither was the history ofthe Czech

lands. Instead, Kerner sought a second approach to Russia, this time not threugh the
Near East but the Far. East. The Asia Pacific region,and iR particular Russia's neglected
role in the Far East, wouid serve as Kemer's inspiration for attempting to distinguish his

work and the University of California. In December 1932, the journal Pacij7c A,Lfairs

carried a brief announcement of the February l931 formation at Berl<eley of a North‑
eastern Asia Seminar. "Its purpose;' Kemer wrote, was "to study for a period of five
years the Historical, Politica}, Economic, aRd Cultural Factors in the Relations of Russia,

China, and Japanr'26 It was a visionary ieap made by a scholarly entreprene"r.

Whereas by the early 1930s, American study of Europe had become firmly estab‑
lished, boos{ed considerably by European immigrants as we}1 as the world war and given

a permanent outlet in 1928 with the establishment by Kemer and o{hers ofthe fournal
ofModern History,27 An3erican study of￡he Far East remained more elementary. In the
same issue that told ofthe Northeast Asia seminar, lkcijic Aifairs (also founded in i928)
described an effort by Harvard U}kiversity in the sgmmer of i932 to bolster Far Eastern

Studies. "Many of our most prominent institutions of leaming offer inadeguate in‑
struction or none at all;' the annouRcement declared, adding that "a large part of the
instruction offk)red is being given by scholars whose training has been entirely in other

fields, who have not visited the countries in question, [and] possess no knowledge of

the languages involved." Asian immigrants with Ph.D.s were few in number, while
Harvard's own Ybnching Institute had just been founded (in 1928), in part owing to the

activities of Coolidge, who without knowledge of Asiall languages in I909 had pio‑
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neered the first course on Asian history at Harvard, as the background to the late‑nine‑‑

teenth‑century "Far Eastern Questionr'
Under Coolidge's guidance, Kerner had become interested in the interaction be‑
tween Europe and Asia.2S In that regard, Russia offered no less of a connecting bridge
than the much‑more celebrated colonial sea‑empire established by Great Britain.29 But

ratherthanasanextensionofEuropeandiplomacMKernerorganizedhisseminararound
the three Asian powers' expansion, which had brought them into contact with each
other. Among the aims to be pursued he listed in first position the "history ofthe
eastward expansion of Russia to the Pacific from its origins to the present time and an
analysis of Russia's recent position in Asia and on the Pacific." This was followed by
"the problem of China in its relatiofl to Mongolia and Manchuria;' "Japan's policy in
Northeastern Asia;' and finally "the place of Northeastern Asia in the problems of the

Pacific Basin?30 Kerner seemed to be reaching fbr a regional perspective, which may
have inspired his decision to adopt the "Northeast Asia" designation. Also, unlike the
primarily cultural notion of"East Asia;' Northeast Asia could include Russia.
Kemer was by no means the first outside observer piqued by the strategic implica‑
tions of Russia's presence in Asia. As Britain's post‑Napoleonic drive fbr world hege‑

mony came up against the Russian empire's continental expansion,a continuous stream
of warnings fiowed. Russia's definitive push into Central Asia and its construction of
the Iil'anssiberian, the Chinese Eastern, as well as other railroads was accompanied by
ruminations among British geo‑strategists about Inner Asia being "the pivot" of world
power. Japanese and Russian competition in the Far East, especially the l904‑e5 war
and the subsequent Japanese intervention to roll back Russian power to Lake Baikal,

also focused considerable attention. In the l920s, under the spell of Soviet
developmentalism, Siberia became an object of German Lebensraum envy and of even
more exhilarating prognostications. By the 1930s, Russia's fbrward position in Asia,
and the interaction among Russia, China, and Japan ‑with Mongolia (a Soviet satellite)

in the middle ‑came to appear to some observers as no less momentous than the
reassertion of German power in Europe.3i The latter viewpoint became especially mani‑
fest in the pages of Pacij7c Alfairs, where Kemer published news of his seminar.32
Kerner's drift towards Asia may also have been accelerated by his relocation to the
U.S.Pacific coast. In a 1932 essay on the establishment ofSlavic history at BerkeleB he

wrote that "whether we wish it or not, American foreign policy is likely to be more
interested directly in the Pacific and Asia, from the point ofview of securitM than else‑

where" and that "Russia's presence on the Pacific is a factor" in American po}icy. For
good measure he pointed out that ̀"in the northem Pacific, Soviet Russia in Siberia and
we, in Alaska, are neighborsr'33 Such a viewpoint would have been familiar to readers of

Frank Golder. A Coolidge student at Harvard, Golder had published the first American
scholarly work on Russian history, a reworking of his Ph.D. dissertation on Russian
expansion to the Pacific that echoed the story of America's westward expansion and
drew upon personal experience teaching native Nasl<an school children before gradu‑
ate school.34 In 1920 Golder landed a dual position at Stanford University and the Hoover

Library. When he died in 1929, the newly arrived Kerner became potential master of
Russian affairs in California. The parvenu seized the moment, in effect tal<ing over not
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mere}y Golder's leadership role in California but also Golder's theme ‑Russian expan‑
sion. At the same time, Kerner transformed this theme, makingthe problem of Russian

expansion eutward‑ rather than inward‑looking.

N@rtkeasgAsiapt ifirgamigge
In l930, few American scholars were aware that Russia, China, and Japan had
relations worth s￡udying. In essence Kerner set about creating a field ofinquiry, whose

immediate task he unders{oed to be basic bibliographical work. The first mee{ing of
the seminar {ook place over dinner at Berke}ey's Intemationa} House in March 1931.
Kerner gave a presentatien entitled "Russian Soitrces for the Ststdy of Northeastern Asiar'

Another session on Japanese sources by Ybshi Kuno, an assistant professor in Berkeley's

Department of Oriental Languages, took place in April, after which the seminar was
in￡errupted as Kemer trave}}ed to the Far East (from May until September 193l).35 Activi‑

ties resumed in October l931, when Esson Gale, alse in Orien{al Languages, repor￡ed
on Chinese sources. Thus, the seminar's first three sessions covered the problem of
sources in what Kerner saw as ￡he three principal languages ofthe region.

Because the use of origiRal sources was one way Kerner hoped to distinguish the
seminar, command oflanguages was key, and Kerney did his best to assemble the requi‑
site personne}, but he faced an enormous cha}lenge. Ofthe thirteen University of Cali‑
fornia professors put fbrward as original participants in an appendix to a draft ofthe
Pacijic Afiinirs annouBcement, Kerner wrote that five knew Chinese, but only two knew

Russian,oneknewJapaRese(aswellasChinese),andnone(Kernerineluded)knewboth
Russian and Japanese or Chinese. No one knew all three. Specia}ists of each country
were being brought together to educate each other, and perhaps inspire graduate stu‑
dents.36 Plans were also being made to enhance contacts with native scholars, though
various obstacles were noted in that regard.37

In a I932 memorandum summarizing the Northeast Asia seminar's first year, which
had been exclusive}y devoted to discussions of source materials, Kerner enthused that
the results "are bound to iead to {he recognition of the University of California as the
chiefcenter ofserious study in the field? In fact, Berkeley's Northeast Asia seminar ltad
litt}e competition, thougk the C̀fie}d of inquiry" existed only iR an occasional dinner

mee￡ing. KerRer was projecting a series of paralle} comprehensive studies of Russian,
Chinese, and Japanese expansion, aRd to attract tke necessary funding he felt that he

needed to make an immediate impression. He announced the publication ofthe first
vo}ume ofa mu}ti‑volume, multi‑lingual bibliography within a few months (by the end
ofJune l932). It was to have ̀Ccritical chap{ers on the evolution ofsource materia} and
the ageficies of research in the Orient and elsewherer'3S Kerner may have reasoned that

a bib}iography combining European and Asian languages wou}d bring in resources for
monograplts.39
If Kerner had wanted to make an impression, he was certainly given the chance,
for in September 193l,just after he had returned from ￡he Far East, reRegade officers of

Japan's Kvvantung Army staged a bomb explosion on the Southern Manchurian Rail‑
way as a pretext for occupying China's three northeasterR provinces. By March l932
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JapanhadoverseentheproclamationofapuppetManchurianstate,Manchukuo,bor‑
dering directly on Russia, a turn efevents that caused a dramatic reevaluation ofSoviet

policy in neighboring Mongolia aitd Asia generally. It seemed a momentous turning
point, possibly foreshadowing a world war in Asia. Here was the trumpeted Northeast
Asian triangle vividly on display! Judging from the extensive record Ieft by Kerner, how‑

ever, the Northeast Asia seminar does not appear to have engaged in serieus discussion
of this watershed, let alone produced any pertinent publications.40 In fact, five years

aftertheseminar'sestablishmentnothinghadbeenpublished,thebibliographyincluded.
Almost from the start, a sense of haste and urgency pervaded Kerner's progress
reports en the seminar. In a handwritten memorandum, evidentiy drafted in late I933,
he indicated that he would net seek funds for 1933‑34, but would try to finish the work
of l932‑33. He was still promising the bibliography soon ‑"in two months." And he
wrote ofthe near completion oftwo other ongoing projects: a history of Russian east‑
ward expansion to 1728 by Kerner himselE comprising one volume oftext and another

ofdocuments,aswellasahistoryof}apaneseexpansioninAsiabyYbshiKuno.Kerner
indicated that he was still looking for someone to undertake a similar study of Chinese
expansion.̀i In yet another " progress repert" dated 1 March 1937, Kerner again prom‑

ised that the bibliography was ready for press, and further, that twe long‑anticipated

volumes on Russian eastward expansion were C̀nearing completionr' He needed "per‑
haps six more monthsr'̀Z The bibliography finaily appeared in 1939. It contained al‑
most 14,OOO items in seven laBguages (Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Russian, English,
French,and German),with headings that included: 1) Asia,the Far East, the Pacific; 2)

China; 3) Japanese Empire; and 4) Russian Empire and Soviet Union in Asia and on
the Pacific. Owen Lattimore wrote perhaps the most positive review, stressing the cog‑
nitive map it offered rather than its usefulness as a research tool.̀3 As for Kerner's multi‑

volume study of Russian expansion, lt never saw the light of day, though a shorter ver‑
sion did come out in 1942. By that time, the seminar as originally conceived had essen‑
tially run its course, with very mixed results.

The "Secrceg" of Regssiazz gxpaptsien to Asia
Kerner's Northeast Asia seminar had as its raisolt d'etre the recegnition of Russia's

presence in Asia, a perspective pioneered by FraBk Golder only two generations after
the sale of Alaska to the United States (a retreat that paradoxically sigRified Russia's

determination to secure its place on the Asian continent). Golder had lived through the

construction of the Elrans‑Siberian railroad (l89l‑1903) and the accelerated peasant
migration into Siberia, as well as the Russo‑Japanese War (1904‑05). Kerner lived to see

Soviet development schemes launched in Siberia. Waxing enthusiastic about Siberia's
potential became a even more widespread avocation.
In an essay on "Soviet Russia in Asia" published in 1941 (but written before Hitler's

invasion of the USSR), Kerner predicted that although infamous as a land of prisons, or
terrible cold, and of vast, impenetrable forests, Siberia "will become the very axis of
future development of the Soviet Unionr' More than that, he hailed the Soviet Union as

"an important factor in the renaissance ofAsia." Looking back over Russian history
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since 1917, he argued that the USSR had at first rashly sought world communist revoiu‑
tion at home and in Asia, but that this effort "ended in failure in Europe in l923 and in

Asia iR l927. Soviet Outer Mongolia and TanRu Tuva were its on}y tangible results?
Under Stalin's leadership, the USSR then switched to an emphasis on intemal develop‑
ment, which Kemer applauded, noting that the need for ̀Cpeace and coexistence with
capitalist states" had led the USSR to seek "numerous non‑aggression and netttrality
treatiesr' He concluded that "without Russia an effective alliance against Germany seerns
impossible."44

rlbgether with many contemporaries (the Soviet leadership included), Kerner
greatly underestimated the investment of resources necessary and the obstacles to be
overcome for the USSR to realize the potential of its Asian territories. After the war, he

would return to this theme, conceding that "Siberia still remains a vast underdeveloped
continent" but he still insisted that "the Soviet industrial revolution in Siberia" was
,
being felt "deep in the heart of Asia and beyond, arnong Asia's halfawakened hundreds
ofmillionsr'̀5 If as Kerner claimed,"the Bolshevik impact on this back yard ofAsia is a

powerful one and can scarcely be overestimated," the questien naturally arose of how
Russia had eRded up on the Pacific. Kerner kad wrestled with that problem in an un‑
published 1937 artic}e,̀6 which he then elaborated into a book‑length essay that ap‑
peared in 1942 with the awkward title, The U}'ge to the Sea: The Course ofRussian His‑‑
toTIJL The Role ofRivers, Portages, Ostrogs, Monasteries, and Furs.̀7

In the preface, Kerner wrote that The Urge to the Sea constituted but "a brief pre‑
liminary exposition" of a C̀series of volumes on Russian eastward expansion, in part
monographic, in part documentary, which will cover all phases of this development."
At the same time he advertised the slim vo}ume as "laying the groundwork" fbr "a new
synthesis of Russian historyr' Invoking Kliuchevskii in the first subtitle, Kemer dedi‑

cated his study to KIiuchevskii's mentor, Sergei Solov'ev, who had first emphasized the

importance of geography in Russian developments.̀8 But whereas Solov'ev and
Kliuchevskii had merely noted the importance of geography and colonization, Kemer
claimed, he was offering an explanation. He seems to have imagined that this book
would p}ace him in the Russian history pantheon.
Kerner argued that during their expansion, the RussiaRs early on discovered that
mere raids were insuflicient and therefore switched to a po}icy"ofplanned occupation
by river aBd portage and ostrog backed by a sufliciently numerous group of occupiers
of one sort or another." Eliding private and government efforts, he suggested that the
successive push from one river system to the next across Siberia to the Pacific demon‑
strated that "the urge te the sea always dominatedr' This alleged urge underlying Rus‑

sian history served asjustification fbr the Russian domination ofthe Eurasian land
mass. "' Ib break up the Russian Empire, as has been considered and attempted in the
past, would be to work in opposition to basic fbrces which are creating a geographical
and functiona} unityi' Kerner concluded.̀"

As a flarrative of the development of various portages in the spread of Russian
territerial control from the area around Moscow across Siberia, Kerner's study made
sense. But notwithstanding its claims, the book was more descriptive than explaRatory,
and the explanatory parts appeared highly questionab}e. Kerner highlighted the vast
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importance of the pursuit of furs, for example, but failed to explain the connection
between the scramble for furs and the alleged urge to the sea.SO SimilarlB he noted "the

role ofthe Russian Orthodox Church and its monasteries in the history of Russian
expansion, especially its economic and military significance;' but did not take up these
subjects,instead writing that they awaited "thorough researchr'Si Above all, the crown‑‑

ing "urge to the sea" remained enigmatic. Kerner had added the formulation late to the
book's title, thereby creating the multiple subtitles and a certain confusion in the argu‑

ment. It amounted to a restatement, in mystical form, of Russia's nineteenth‑century
quest for warm water ports, one of many strategic goals it had pursued.52 Rather than
an urge to the sea, however, Russia's conquest ofSiberia looked more Iike halfknowing
opportunism that brought out the special qualities of Russia's continentalit" which in
tum elicited autarl<ic drives for mastery ofthe fearfu1 internal expanse.53

Appropriating the spotlight on Russia's role in Asia from Golder, Kerner borrowed
liberally from Solov'ev, Kliuchevskii, and others, including contemporary theorists of
China's hydraulic civilization. One researcher has speculated that Kemer also secretly
hoped his The thge to the Sea would be a kind of Turner firontier‑thesis blockbuster.5̀

This surmise seems plausible. Frederick Jackson [Etirner (186112‑1932) had arrived a
grand luminary at Harvard in 1910, the same year Kerner enrolled there in graduate
school, and the height of 'IUrner's infiuence was precisely the period l910‑1930, Kemer
's formative years. In a sweeping interpretation of American history first articulated in

a paper at a meeting ofthe American Historical Association in 1893 in Chicago, Tlamer

argued that "the true point of view in the history ofthe [American] nation" was "not
the Atlantic coast;' but "the Great XMDstr' America was thus not an Anglo‑Saxon inven‑
tion,a nation made in Philadelphia,but a creation ofthe frontier. The expansion west‑‑

ward toward ever newer opportunities and the constant contact with the simplicity of
primitive society" promoted the formation ofa composite nationality;' as well as the
uniquely "American character;' coarse and strong, inquisitive, and practical.55 Above
all, the west and the frontier (terms Turner used interchangeably) ̀Cpromoted democ‑
racy3'56

Painting a picture of benevoient expansion, rather than rapacious conquest (just
as Kerner would do for the Russian case),S7 Tumer stressed the implications of west‑

ward expansion fbr internal American developments: the formation ofthe national
character. For him "the west" was a "form ofsociety, rather than an area." Kerner
might have taken a similar approach, but instead chose to focus on the external implica‑
tions of Russia's eastward expansion: the formation efa geepoliticai theater of engage‑

ment. A Northeast Asian geopolitical triangle, however, could never have had the same
resonance for an Ainerican audience as Turner's western frontier society. Even Ieaving
aside the question of relative intel}ectual prowess, Kemer's institutional and career am‑
bitions for his research agenda were unrealistic. Noitetheless, he did champion the im‑

portance of knowing more about Asia, and re‑emphasized that Russia formed an inte‑
gral part ofAsia's past and would contiBue to do so in the future.S8
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ParagRea Japaptese kmedi Ckimese Expapmsgome
Perhaps the most substantial publication to emerge from the Northeast Asia semi‑
nar was Ybshi Kuno's lapanese Expansion on the Asian Continent: A Stucly in the History
ofJapan with SpecialRef27rence to Her lnternationalRelations rvith China, Kbrea, and
Russia, the first volume of which appeared in 1937 and the second in 1940 (the author

passed away befbre completing a proposed third volume). A Japanese‑American who
taught Japanese language and culture, Kuno was encouraged by Kerner and probably
also by his own desire to make a statement on recent developments in the land of his
ancestors.S9 His book was written not long after Japan's takeover of Manchuria and its
appearance coincided with the aggression against the rest of China. Employing seurces
in Korean, Chinese, and Japanese (ancient aBd modern), Kuno surveyed 2000 years of
Japanese history, guided by the view that from time immemorial the Japanese had har‑
bored a desire to expand beyend the confines of their archipelago ‑a kind of urge to
the iaBd, though Kuno never used such an expression.
Assuming the existence ofa prifnordia} Japanese nation, and neglecting to distin‑
guish between the pursuit of profit via commercial ties and policies ofcolonization (or
outright territorial annexation), Kuno asserted that ̀Cthe advance of Russia on the con‑

tinent of Asia is a movement of recent centuries, but Japan's desire to expand on the

continent has been manifested again and again for more than a thousand years." Of
course, precisely the opposite argument could be made. Moreover, Kuno ended his
second and (as it turned out) last volume with the Meiji Restoration (1868), at which
time Japan remained a largely isolated island country, with even the northern island of

Hokkaido (Yezo) having only recently been "exploredr' In short, Kuno's project, with
its impossibly long time‑frame, proved to be shamelessly presentist without ever reach‑

ing the present, when vigorous expansionism became a reality.

Despite his study's incompleteness and its fundamental flaws, Kuno did bring out
much new material (for English‑language readers) on the extensive Russian approaches
to Japan, as well as on the varied Japanese responses, anticipating the more substantial

research of George Lensen (though Kuno did not employ Russian sources). And far
more than Kerner's book‑Iength essay on Russian expansion, Kuno's study fulfi11ed the
promise ofthe seminar: a major historical investigation with present‑day implications.
It was all the more striking, therefore, that in his preface to Kuno's work Kerner ne‑

glected to underscore the supposed lessons te be drawn from Kuno's study ‑that Ja‑
pan, unlike Russia, was an aggressive power. Instead, the promoter ofa new field of
inquiry noted tenuously that "it remains to be seen what will be the future course of
events in Northeastern Asiar'60

Wkat about China? Initially, Kerner had placed his hopes in Essen Gale ofthe
Depar{ment of Oriental Languages, but fbr whatever reasons Gale chose not to under‑
take the task. Attention was redirected toward Gale's Ph.D. graduate student, IIUng‑chi

Lin. In a draft memorandum probably composed in l932, Kemer wrote that Lin had
"not yet selected the particular subject for his doctor's thesis;' but that he was inter‑

ested in the"Manchurian problem in external and internal aspectsr' In other words,
Kerner appeared to have fbund his man.6i Lin outlined a two‑part study tentatively
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entitled "China and her Borderlands;' which he separated into the Northeast (Manchuria

aRd Jehol) and the Northwest (Mongolia and regions West, Turkestan). Chronologi‑
cally, he divided the worl< into two periods, before and after the Opium War (l840).
Thus, he planned a tota} of four vo}umes, admitting that "the project is naively ambi‑

‑ ))
Uous.
By the time Lin wrote this proposal he had already departed Berkeley to take up a
teachiiag position in China at Nankai University (in the French Concession of Tientsin).
From there he wrote a series of letters to Kerner apologizing for his failure to complete

the proposed study. In one dated 9 October l935, Lin claimed he was still carrying out
his research,but suffered from the pressures ofteaching. Ofi 9 February 1936, he again
blamed teaching, citing the need to offer"new courses every semesterr' On 14 July 1936
he wrote complaining ofstomach troubles. AII the while, Kerner was trying to secure a

fellowship permitting Lin a one‑year sabbatical in the United States to complete the
study. Then, on 22 August 1937, came a letter from Lin's wife, Adeleine Gray Lin, an
American whom he had met at Berkeley, where she had been graduated with a B.A. in

Sociology
"Nanl<ai University was, without warning, ruthlessly and completely destroyed by
Japanese bombardments and shellings;' Adeleine Lin reported. "It was completely un‑
expected and hence most professors lost everything they had, even clothes? Her hus‑
band was then in the interior ofChina. "Mr. Lin's bool<s and bibliographies all relating

to frontier problems were destroyed, a}though I have not been able to inform him di‑
rectiy ofthis;' she wrote, claiming to have saved only "a very few ofhis most important
papers in the house." She added that because "there were Ro Chinese soldiers or arms
on the campus, most peeple are at a loss ￡o explain why the Japanese desired so much to
demo}ish this two million dollar universityi' noting further that C̀the Japanese even
shot at various professors as they were attempting to leaver'62

ProfessorLinhimselfsoenwrotetoKerneroftheJapaneseiRvasionofChinaon
1 December 1937 from Kunming, where he was serving as Dean ofYixnan University's
College of Letters and Sciences. He explained that "my wife succeeded in saving a part
of my manuscript and notes on frontier history. But all my books which I collected with

my meager means in the past five years (in the States and in China) were all burned
together with the library booksr'63 Lin continued to put his hopes in a one‑year fellow‑

ship in the United States to complete his work. But the Rockefe11er Feundation several
times rejected Kerner's request on Lin's behalf, indicating that the proposed work was
too historical.6" The last letter from Lin to Kerner contained in the latter's fi}es was sent

20 October 1938. Japan's nearly nine‑year war ofaggression in China had onlyjust
begun. The work on China's expansion was never written.
In September l941, Kerner compiled the final extant report of the Northeast Asia
seminar. Among its accomplishments, he listed the two‑volume bibiiography (1939),
the two volumes by Kuno (1937, 1940), and his own Urge to the Sea (then in press).
Since LiR's library had been wrecked by the Japanese (and outside funds could not be
obtained to bring Lin to the United States to finish the project), Kerner wrote that he
could scarcely be held responsib}e for the failure of that work to appear.65 For the first

time, Kerner highlighted the research ofgraduate students associated with the seminar.
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Ts4ro dectoyal dissertations directed by him weye said to be in press: one by George
Lantzeff on the colonial administration in Siberia in the seventeenth century; another
by Rayfnond Fisher on the Russian fur trade lS50‑l700.66 There would be others, in‑

cluding John Harrison's study of }apanese colonization of Hokkaido and Andrew
Malozemoff's work on tum ofthe century Russian Far Eastern policy.67 With Kerner's
strong support, most ofthe ;nore than thirty students who completed Ph.D.s under
him became university professoys (including Lantzeff's hiring by Berkeley in l947).68

Their pub}ished dissertations on Russia and Northeast Asia constituted a formidab}e
coliective yesearch program.69

Kerner might have chosen from the start to highlight the loRg‑term productien
that could be expected from graduate students. Instead, as originally conceived ‑monu‑

mental primary‑source based overviews of RussiaB, Japanese, and Chinese expansien
‑{he Nortkeast Asia project was unrealizable. Not only did big books take longer to
publish than Kerner anticipated,but his insistence that researchers know Chinese, Japa‑
nese, and Russian, notjust French, German, and English, was highly laudable yet daunt‑
ing ‑Kerner himse}f did not qualify. Native scholars throughout the region might have

made up fbr the dearth of Berkeley‑based scholars, but transoceanic cooperation was
hindered by formidable obstades (political, methodological, linguistic). In any case, the

project was conceived as a California empire no￡ aR international network.
IronicallM the greatest inhibiting factor proved te be the seminar's raison d'etre:

Northeast Asia itself. IR Northeast Asia tke decade ofthe seminar's existence (1931‑

1941)witnessedJapan'soccupationofManchuriaandtheformationoftheManchukuo
puppet state, the USSR's security pact with Mongolia, Japan's war in China (l937‑1945),

and the undeclared war (l938‑1939) between Japan and the USSR near the Manchuria‑

Mongolia border. The trumpeted {riaRgular competition among Russia, China, and
japan was all too reai ‑aRd deadly That the seminar's appearance coincided with the
turn in intemational events seems to have been accidental, fbr Kerner had begun can‑
vassing Berkeley departments for researchers on Northeast Asia in l930. Still, it was
almost as if Kerner's wildest dreams had come true, more than justifying the seminar's
establishment, but those dreams materia}ized as nightmare, rendering that much more
difficult the efibrts to carry out the seminar's ambitious research aims.

C@da
C̀On the intimate frontiers between ￡he Russian and the Chinese empires;' Kerner
wrote in the l920s, ̀Care face to face the worid's }argest, fastest‑growing white popula‑

tion and the worid's largest, ablest aRd perhaps fastest‑growing yellow populationY
Much the same could be said seventy years later, even if we wogld disavow the racial
categories that provided much efthe attraction for Kerner.70 His focus on Northeast
Asia, blatantly careerist aRd overreaching as it may have been, put him ahead of his
times. Kerner's insistence, as a Slavic specia}ist, on the need for increased United States

atteRtion to Asian afuirs acquired resoundin.or gravity at Pearl Harbor, in ways neither

he nor most of his contemporaries envisioned. But his suggestions regardillg the al‑
leged equa}ly strong need to take account of Russia's loeming economic rise in Asia has
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not been borne out by events. What Kerner heralded as the coming economic "renais‑
sance of Asia" was, of course, led by Japan, not Russia, under the postwar U.S. security

umbrella. That guest for securitB in turn, imposed new and perhaps even more formi‑
dable barriers to the understanding of the histerical developmeRt ef Northeast Asia
than the visionary yet under‑equipped Kerner had faced in the 1930s.
During {he cold war Northeast Asia as a region of interaction became largely a
matter of tracking and countering the USSR's Pacific's Fleet, as well as movements on
the North Korean side ofthe DMZ. In the 1990s, although the Kerean peninsula con‑
tinues to provoke anxiety, Russia's hypermilitarization has collapsed on itself. Yl2t the

enormous promise of Asian Russia, proclaimed afresh after the fail of Cemmunism,
remains blocked by the same daunting infrastructural obstacles as in the days when
Kerner dreamed his collective project fbr the study ofa Russia‑inciusive Northeast Asia.

Asian Russia's enormous unrealized potential continues to attract attention in Japan,
China, and lately also in South Korea (for after Kerner's death the regional triangle
became something ofa quadrilateral). But the dominant element in the future of North‑

east Asia may well be neither Russia, as Kerner suspected, nor }apan, as most people
have long since come to assume, but China, withits demographic weight and chaotic
economic dynamism. Whatever the future may bring, the recent revival oftransnational
interaction (mostly petty trade and tourist travel), alongside a renewed sense of re‑
gional identity, has inspired a collective search for commonality amid cultural and lin‑

guistic barriers; a search for modes ofcoeperation as well as cempetition,and for les‑
sons from the past.
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